
Critically assess the Christology of a contemporary or modern writer in the 

light of the claims of classical Christology.  

 

Introduction 

This essay will critically assess Bill Johnson’s christological ideas in light of his             

statement, ‘He laid his divinity aside as He sought to fulfil the assignment given to               

Him by the Father’. If we are to take these words literally, it is evident that Johnson                 1

is an advocate for kenotic Christology. In this essay, I will outline what kenotic              

Christology with both ontological and functionalist, and explain why kenotic          

Christology does not align with classical Christology. I will critically assess if the             

kenotic Christology Johnson teaches produces overly simplistic theological        

assumptions which are unnecessary for his Pneumatology and Ecclesiology. Finally,          

I will critically assess whether Johnson’s kenotic Christology directly affects other           

areas of his theology, which when brought under scrutiny could be considered as             

conflicting with an orthodox reading of scripture. 

Kenotic Christology - what is it? 

Kenotic Christology in its broadest term is any idea relating to the incarnation of              

Jesus Christ which states he somehow emptied himself, or abstained from, using all,             

or one or more of his divine attributes, either functionally or ontologically.            2

Ontological kenotic Christology is the idea that Christ did not have certain divine             

attributes while on earth, meaning that the second person of the Trinity gave up              

aspects of himself throughout the period of incarnation on earth so that he was, for               

example, powerless or ignorant. Functional kenotic Christology teaches that the          3

second person of the Trinity did not abandon nor lay aside any of his divine attributes                

but instead restricted himself in his attributes, such as his power or knowledge, for              

the period of his incarnation. This idea is very close to the classical Christological              4

1 Bill Johnson, When Heaven Invades Earth Expanded Edition: A Practical Guide to a Life of Miracles 
(Destiny Image Publishers, 2013). 79; Bill Johnson, Face To Face With God: The Ultimate Quest to 
Experience His Presence (Charisma Media, 2010). 105. 
2 Oliver D. Crisp, Divinity and Humanity: The Incarnation Reconsidered (Cambridge University Press, 
2007). 119. 
3 Crisp, Divinity and Humanity: The Incarnation Reconsidered.  122.  
4 Crisp, Divinity and Humanity: The Incarnation Reconsidered. 120. 
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view except in classical Christology the second person of the Trinity still exercised             

divine attributes due to the Word sustaining the cosmos whilst incarnate (Heb 1:3).  5

Scriptural support for kenotic Christology is based predominantly on three          

scriptures in Philippians 2:5-8, 2 Corinthians 8:9 and John 17:5. However, the            6

Greek root verb, ekenosen, is used four times elsewhere: Romans 4:14, 1            

Corinthians 1:17; 9:15 and 2 Corinthians 9:3. On all occasions the word kenosis is              7

used in a figurative sense, such as to be ‘of no effect’, ‘of no reputation’ and ‘of no                  

account’. Philippians 2:5-8 is a commonly used text for kenotic Christology.           8 9

Therefore, in the context of the Philippians scripture - which states that Christ             

became a slave which was the form of human likeness - is a kenosis describing               

Jesus as making himself of no reputation, or of no account, due to his              

condescension into humanity? In classical Christology, Jesus’ kenosis was the          

joining of himself into humanity.   10

Bill Johnson’s kenosis and orthodox statements 

‘He laid his divinity aside as He sought to fulfil the assignment given to Him by                

the Father’. Johnson makes this statement regarding Jesus’ incarnation and          11

thereby expresses his kenotic presupposition of Jesus. By the definitions given           

above, Johnson has a rather strong ontological kenotic Christology. Johnson’s          

statement does not suggest Jesus still had divine attributes that he chose not to use               

or that he limited himself, but his whole divine being was cast aside. This has               12

ramifications for God’s revelation of himself to humanity as well as what we can say               

regarding soteriology. In terms of Johnson’s kenotic Christ, we need to ask whether             

this Jesus can truly save humanity if he is not the divine being he was before the                 

incarnation. Johnson states that Jesus laid his divinity aside, lived as a sinless man              

5 Crisp, Divinity and Humanity: The Incarnation Reconsidered. 142.  
6 Louis Berkhof, Systematic Theology (Lulu.com, 1953). 328. 
7 Berkhof, Systematic Theology. 328. 
8 Berkhof, Systematic Theology. 328. 
9 Crisp, Divinity and Humanity: The Incarnation Reconsidered. 118. 
10 C. Stephen Evans, Exploring Kenotic Christology: The Self-Emptying of God (Oxford University 
Press, USA, 2006). 114. 
11 Johnson, When Heaven Invades Earth Expanded Edition: A Practical Guide to a Life of Miracles. 
79; Johnson, Face To Face With God: The Ultimate Quest to Experience His Presence. 105. 
12 Johnson, When Heaven Invades Earth Expanded Edition: A Practical Guide to a Life of Miracles. 
79. 
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and then died in the place of humanity as an atoning sacrifice. Therefore, Johnson              13

has a sinless Jesus (who has cast aside his divinity), empowered by the Holy Spirit,               

who lived a sinless life and died for humanity. This is a version of the ancient heresy                 

Adoptionism, which denied Jesus his ontological divinity. Adoptionism claims Jesus’          

sonship is not ontological but honorific. If Jesus was stripped of his ontological             14

divinity, we must ask whether the divine nature was even his in the first place. For                15

Johnson to cast aside Jesus’ divinity he effectively takes Jesus and makes him             

someone or something else. Kathryn Tanner states, in defence of classical           

Christology, that God must be incarnate into humanity in order to save humanity as              

well as God needing to be different from humanity to save it. This orthodox thought               16

is solidified in the Nicene Creed to refute an earlier version of Adoptionism in the               

heresy of Arianism.  17

Moreover, the heretic Nestorius split Christ into two with his ideas regarding            

Mary and the rejection of her position as the Theotokos, which resulted in             

theologically making Christ two persons rather than the classical Christological          

position that Christ is one person with two natures. Johnson has not only separated              

the two natures of Christ but disconnected them completely. Therefore, if Jesus was             

not fully divine on earth, how do we reconcile ourselves with Colossians which tells              

us, ‘For in Christ all the fullness of the Deity lives in bodily form’ (Col 2:9)? Or the                  

scriptural statement, 

‘The Son is the radiance of God's glory and the exact representation of              

his being, sustaining all things by his powerful word. After he had provided             

purification for sins, he sat down at the right hand of the Majesty in heaven.’               

(Heb 1:3).  

 

13 Johnson, When Heaven Invades Earth Expanded Edition: A Practical Guide to a Life of Miracles. 
79. 
14 Michael F. Bird, Jesus the Eternal Son: Answering Adoptionist Christology (Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing, 2017). 7. 
15 Stephen Evans, Exploring Kenotic Christology: The Self-Emptying of God. 8. 
16 Kathryn Tanner, Jesus, Humanity and the Trinity: A Brief Systematic Theology (Augsburg Fortress 
Pub, 2001). 10. 
17 ‘And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, begotten of the Father [the only-begotten; that is, of 
the essence of the Father, God of God,] Light of Light, very God of very God, begotten, not made, 
being of one substance with the Father’. First Council of Nicaea (325). Contributors to Wikimedia 
projects, “Trinity - Wikipedia,” Wikimedia Foundation, Inc., 13 November 2001, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trinity#First_Council_of_Nicaea_(325). 
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In classical Christology, Jesus is fully God and fully human at the incarnation             

and all the way through to his resurrection: the Word incarnated himself into flesh,              

was fully human and fully God and this continues now and into eternity seated at the                

right hand of the Father (Rom 8:34). I do not think we can take seriously an idea of                  

God who incarnate himself into flesh, cast aside his divinity and then picked it up               

again post-resurrection and still be faithful to what was clarified regarding the            

Hypostatic Union of Christ testified at the Council of Ephesus.   18

Johnson’s kenotic Christology does not seem too concerned with the          

theological issues that arise when considering the incarnation and the divine           

attributes of God. For example, how was it possible for Jesus to suffer (Luke 24:46)?               

Johnson does not seem to be trying to answer this question with his kenotic              

Christology. Or if he is, he does so very simply by eradicating Jesus of any divine                

attributes. However, to be coherent to the Chalcedonian Creed, Jesus must be            

recognised as one person with two natures, which occur without confusion, without            

division, without change, and without separation. Remove Jesus’ divinity and you           19

break with orthodox Chalcedonian creedal teaching.   20

Lastly, the Trintarian life is violated, if not totally destroyed, if the Son             

self-emptied himself of his divinity; if Jesus on earth is not divine then he cannot be                

part of the Triune Godhead.   21

Bill Johnson’s kenosis and theological ramifications 

Johnson, through kenosis, elevates Christ’s humanity and reliance on the Holy           

Spirit for his Ecclesiology. Johnson supposes that if Jesus emptied himself of his             

divinity, relied only on the Holy Spirit for the divine, then every human who has the                

Holy Spirit dwell within them can do everything Jesus did, and greater (John 14:12).             

18 St Michael’s Depot, “The Council Of Ephesus - 431 A.D,” n.d., 
http://documentacatholicaomnia.eu/03d/0431-0431,_Concilium_Ephesenum,_Documenta_Omnia,_E
N.pdf. 11. 
19 Vincent Brümmer, Atonement, Christology and the Trinity: Making Sense of Christian Doctrine 
(Ashgate Publishing, Ltd., 2013). 83. 
20 ‘One and the Same Christ, Son, Lord, Only-begotten; acknowledged in Two Natures unconfusedly, 
unchangeably, indivisibly, inseparably; the difference of the Natures being in no way removed 
because of the Union, but rather the properties of each Nature being preserved, and (both) concurring 
into One Person and One Hypostasis; not as though He were parted or divided into Two Persons, but 
One and the Self-same Son and Only-begotten God, Word, Lord, Jesus Christ’. Council of Chalcedon 
(451).Contributors to Wikimedia projects, “Chalcedonian Definition - Wikipedia,” Wikimedia 
Foundation, Inc., 31 October 2001, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chalcedonian_Definition. 
21 Berkhof, Systematic Theology. 329. 
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Consequently, the process of emptying Jesus of his divinity could lead to             22

pantheistic conceptions of God and humanity. If humans and God are not absolutely             

different, if Jesus emptied himself of his divinity and is merely a human empowered              

by the Holy Spirit, then it could be argued that humanity can be transformed into               

God, or at least a kenotic version of God. We can effectively be Christ, rather than                

be like Christ. Additionally, just because the second person of the Trinity did             23

certain things that the God-man did not do does not mean that the God-man could               

not have done so if he had chosen to.  24

Certain kenotic theologians pursue kenosis in an attempt to bring God into            

human suffering and humanity into his divine love. Jurgen Moltmann has kenotic            25

Christological tendencies for the purpose of bringing God into the suffering of            

humanity. For Moltmann, God must limit himself to be able to experience pain and              

suffering with humanity; Moltmann believes God cannot love if he cannot not suffer.             26

However, this does not seem to be Johnson’s kenotic intentions. Johnson insists that             

the people of God do exactly what Christ did on earth and uses Jesus’ words               

regarding his obedience to the Father’s will (John 5:17-18; 8:26) as the standard for              

the people of God to live. Johnson uses the words in the Lord’s Prayer, “your will                27

be done on earth as it is in heaven” (Matt 6:10) and states that whatever is not                 

allowed to exist in heaven must be bound here on earth. If Jesus’ miracles included               28

healing the sick (Matt 12:15), feeding multitudes (Matt 14:13-21) and supernatural           

financial provision (Matt 17:27) then this is what Johnson believes Christians should            

expect in their everyday life. With this line of thought, I believe what Johnson is               

attempting to do is eradicate suffering here on earth. Johnson’s Christ now comes to              

22 Johnson, When Heaven Invades Earth Expanded Edition: A Practical Guide to a Life of Miracles. 
110, 119. 
23 Berkhof, Systematic Theology. 328.  
24 Crisp, Divinity and Humanity: The Incarnation Reconsidered. 144. 
25 Stephen Evans, Exploring Kenotic Christology: The Self-Emptying of God. 7. 
26 Brock Bingaman, All Things New: The Trinitarian Nature of the Human Calling in Maximus the 
Confessor and Jurgen Moltmann (James Clarke & Co, 2015). 27-29. 
27 Bill Johnson, “Bill Johnson: Claiming the Power to Heal As Jesus Did,” Charisma Magazine, 2014, 
https://www.charismamag.com/spirit/supernatural/14932-youve-got-the-power. 
28 Johnson, When Heaven Invades Earth Expanded Edition: A Practical Guide to a Life of Miracles. 
60. 
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save humanity not just from sin that leads to death through eternal life (Rom 6:23)               

but to also save humanity from all suffering encountered here on earth.   29

Johnson links kenotic Christology and the work of the Spirit in humanity.            

Whilst on earth Christ was given the Spirit without measure (John 3:34). The same              

Spirit that descended on Christ at his baptism also dwells with the people of God               

(Rom 8:11, Matt 3:16). Those who have been given the Holy Spirit now have              

authority to use Jesus’ authority to heal the sick, cast out demons and preach the               

Good News (Mark 16:17-18, Matt 10:7-8; 28:18-20). Johnson unnecessarily empties          

Christ’s divinity to elevate humanity so they can carry out the same miracles Jesus              

performed. Yet, there is no reason to cast aside Jesus’ divinity for the Holy Spirit to                

perform miracles through humans. The Holy Spirit did so under the Old Covenant             

through the Prophets (1 Kings 17:17-24), in Christ (Matt 12:28), and the people of              

God in the New Covenant (Acts 9:36-42). The Spirit was working before Christ, after              

Christ and now through Christ in the Church.  30

Dorothea Bertschmann argues that Paul in his willingness and humility emptied           

himself of all the privileges he had as a Pharisee to follow Christ. In this way he                 31

was following in Christ’s kenotic footsteps (Phil 2:5-7). It was Jesus who became a              

slave by coming into humanity, this was his kenosis, and this is the example Paul               

conformed to by suffering and dying with and for Christ (Rom 8:6). Just like Christ,               32

Paul also became a slave born again in human likeness to become a new creation (2                

Cor 5:17). Therefore, to be a follower of Christ and be truly human is to be a slave.                  

We are not slaves to sin but to righteousness (Rom 6:18). Furthermore, to be truly               

human is to be a slave, and to be a slave is to suffer, just as Christ did and Paul                    

testified with his life. Jesus suffered for the joy set before him (Heb 12:2). Paul               

suffered knowing what it was to be truly human (Gal 2:20). However, in Johnson’s              

theology, Jesus suffered so we do not have to. To be human, according to Johnson,               

29 This is because I believe Bill Johnson has an over-realised eschatology regarding health. Gordon 
D. Fee, The Disease of the Health & Wealth Gospels (Regent College Pub., 2006). 33-34. 
30 Catherine M. Lacugna, God for Us: The Trinity and Christian Life (Harper Collins, 1993). 219. 
31 Dorothea Bertschmann, “Is There a Kenosis in This Text? Rereading Philippians 3:2–11 in the Light 
of the Christ Hymn,” Journal of Biblical Literature, 2018, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.15699/jbl.1371.2018.196908. 238. 
32 Bertschmann, “Is There a Kenosis in This Text? Rereading Philippians 3:2–11 in the Light of the 
Christ Hymn,” 137. 238. 
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we should not need to suffer if heaven does not suffer. This means we do not                33

follow Jesus into his death (Rom 6:8). We do not participate in the suffering of the                

cross, we are only represented and substituted for. Johnson’s kenosis indirectly           34

contributes to his belief that there should be little suffering here on earth. Johnson’s              

kenotic christological assumptions diminish Jesus’ divine personhood elevating his         

humanity, so much so that Johnson’s Christ becomes ‘something like the Word’ who             

became flesh rather than the Word who became flesh. 

Lastly, the problem with casting aside Jesus’ divinity is: who is Jesus after the              

resurrection? If the Word gave up certain, or all, attributes of his divinity during life on                

earth, what happens after the ascension? Johnson talks about Jesus being           

“born-again” after the resurrection: is this a re-adoptionist statement? I will assume            

this language is Johnson’s attempt to give Christ’s divinity back, although that is not              

clear in his teachings.   35

Conclusion 

In conclusion, Johnson’s kenotic Christology is overly simplistic and         

unnecessary for his desire to see the Church active in the gifts of the Holy Spirit (1                 

Cor 12:7-11). Johnson does not need to cast aside Jesus’ divinity for Jesus to do the                

perfect will of the Father by the power of the Holy Spirit. Johnson’s kenosis strips               

away the divine from the Incarnation which has implications on whether we can truly              

say God has revealed himself through and to humanity and whether God has truly              

saved humankind. Johnson is denying Christ his ontological divinity making Jesus           

not the Word incarnate but a Word emissary between God and humanity. Johnson             36

disconnects the Hypostatic Union and these are the same errors ancient heretics            

and heretical ideas from Arius, Adoptionists and Nestorius made. Therefore, this is            

something Johnson needs to take seriously and consider addressing if he desires to             

stay within orthodox thought and classical Christology. 

 

33 Johnson, When Heaven Invades Earth Expanded Edition: A Practical Guide to a Life of Miracles. 
60. 
34 An idea that runs in tandem with Johnson’s over-realised eschatology. 
35 “Bill Johnson - Was Jesus a ‘Born - Again’ ?? Prophetic Ministry” (United States of America: Daily 
Motion, 2015), https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2t15ff. 
36 Saint Athanasius (Patriarch of Alexandria), On the Incarnation (St Vladimirs Seminary Press, 
2011).85; Alan Spence, Christology: A Guide for the Perplexed (A&C Black, 2009). 33. 
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